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Building a timber 
substructure
TO SUPPORT WOOD PLASTIC COMPOSITE DECK BOARDS

The information given in this publication is based on those guidelines for domestic properties. 
Commercial decks require more robust design, materials and constructions to deal with 
loads placed on them and are not covered by the guidance in this brochure.

It is essential to ensure that the timber substructure is capable of providing adequate support  
of the deck boards and the loads placed upon them.

This document provides guidance on what to consider when building a timber substructure 
for wood plastic composite deck boards, sometimes referred to as WPC or wood composite.
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The timber decking and cladding association offers the following advice if you have chosen 
wood plastic composite decking; indeed this is good advice for any purchase you make:

1. Investigate the quality of the product before buying.

2. Ask for a copy of the supplier’s installation guidance and follow it to the letter – if you  
 don’t installation errors may mask product quality issues if a problem arises.

3. Closely examine any warranties given with the product. Check out what the warranty  
 actually covers – is performance of the product covered for example?

4. Ask about the process for making a claim

5. Keep all your documents, communication exchanges and receipts safe for future  
 reference

6.  Note dates and timings and start taking photographs if anything untoward begins to  
 happen

7. If you become involved in a claim, check if your house insurance policy covers legal  
	 assistance	as	it	may	help	to	finance	it

WPC AND TIMBER – THE KEY DIFFERENCES
There are two key differences between wood plastic composites and real timber. Firstly, 
unlike timber where expansion along the grain is negligible, WPC products tend to expand 
along the length of the board so you need to have appropriate expansion gaps between 
abutting boards and adjacent surfaces to allow for this movement. Expansion rates may 
vary so it is essential to seek and follow supplier guidance. Secondly, WPC is generally not 
as strong as timber so you need to space your joists closer together to provide adequate 
support. Again it is imperative to seek and follow the guidance of your supplier and/or 
manufacturer.

If you are refurbishing an existing timber deck by replacing timber deck boards with 
wood plastic composite boards, it is likely that the substructure has not been designed to 
adequately support the wood plastic composite boards. If you do nothing to upgrade the 
substructure, you risk serious problems in the future. You should also bear in mind that the 
substructure will have been in use for a number of years and therefore already used up 
some of its serviceable lifespan.

BEFORE STARTING WORK
Check if planning or building control consent is required for your project – see TB02: TDCA’s 
planning guide (Statutory Requirements).

PREPARING YOUR SITE
Clear all vegetation from the site of the deck. Lay weed suppressant sheeting held in place 
with suitable clips or a layer of gravel. Gravel is particularly good if the underside of the 
deck is visible.
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CHOSING THE RIGHT TIMBER
Generally, pressure treated softwood is the most economical and common material to use 
to construct a decking substructure. Therefore this document gives advice for a pressure 
treated softwood substructure. Softwood is a term used for timber produced from coniferous, 
mostly evergreen trees.

Use	timber	that	is	certified	as	being	from	responsible	sources	e.g.	PEFC	or	FSC.

Only use timber capable of achieving a minimum 15 year desired service life. To comply 
with building regulations all decks should be built with strength graded timber – with 
softwoods, C16 grade is the minimum strength class that should be used. C24 strength class 
is recommended for domestic decks that will carry heavy loads and consultation with a local 
building engineer or inspector is advisable for span recommendations.

The pressure impregnation of timber is tailored to its end use and the required desired 
service life. It is therefore important that you specify treatment or a treated component to 
match a) your requirements and/or b) the durability of your selected deck board.

TIMBER SELECTION MATRIX
 What service life do you want  Will the timber be in contact with the soil? 
 the substructure to achieve?

  Yes (use Class 4)  No (use Class 3)

15

30

60  Download a copy of the TDCA’s 60 year Code of Practice

• Ask your supplier to provide you with timber suitable for outdoor use.

• State what desired service life (DSL) you require, typically either 15 or 30 years

• Advise if the timber will be used in contact with the soil or not.

• Ask for documented evidence to support your purchase and keep it safe. Whilst this does  
 not act as a performance guarantee, it will help you if you have any issues to resolve in  
 the future.

In the UK, the preservative products used to protect timber for outdoor domestic use 
typically give the timber a green hue (although brown colour additives are sometimes 
used particularly in the fencing market). The colour may indicate that the timber is pressure 
treated but it doesn’t tell you if the treatment has been done correctly. Therefore, it is good 
practice	to	ask	your	supplier	to	give	you	written	confirmation	to	support	a)	where	your	timber	
can be used and b) how long it is designed to last given good design and proper use.

Example: joists designed for use inside a building are not suitable for outdoor use because 
they haven’t been treated to the right level. This is because timber treatment is optimised 
according to the intended end use of the product.

To meet the Preservation of Wood - Code of Practice (BS8417), the amount of preservative 
used	and	its	penetration	levels	are	defined	according	to	species	and	end	use.	For	more	
detailed guidance on preservative protection and meeting the standards, please visit  
wood-protection.org/publications/ or consult British Standard BS8417.

LOOK FOR DECKMARK® ACCREDITED MATERIALS
Components supplied with the TDCA DeckMark® quality accreditation have been assessed 
for manufacturing quality.
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DESIRED SERVICE LIFE (DSL) DEFINITION
Service life predications are indicative rather than a guarantee of performance. They 
assume good design and maintenance and are referred to as desired service lives in 
standards (BS 8417).

The most commonly available desired service life is 15 years for decking components.  
A 30 year DSL is available from some suppliers and a 60 year desired service life can be 
provided for material to be used in above ground contact.

Any cross cut, notched or bored timber must be re-treated with a brush on end grain 
preservative to maintain the integrity of the timber. If you don’t do this you will compromise 
its service life.

If any timber is rip sawn (which means cut across its length) then it must be sent back to the 
treatment centre and put back through the treatment process.

JOIST SPACINGS
Joist spacing is typically at 500 to 600mm centres in a wholly softwood timber deck made 
of C16 strength graded timber. WPC boards usually require joists at around 300mm for 
commercial decking and 400 mm for residential decking. This is because they are more 
susceptible	to	the	heat	of	the	sun	and	can	flex	out	of	shape.	It	is	therefore	important	to	check	
span recommendations with your supplier and/or manufacturer.

Image with kind permission of Lonza Wood Protection
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Tell me more
Call  01283 722588
Email info@marley.co.uk
Or visit marley.co.uk/decking

Marley,	Lichfield	Road,	Branston,	Burton	upon	Trent,	DE14	3HD
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
WPC decking can be very heavy. Take care when handling and use appropriate manual 
handling techniques. When in use, test the temperature before stepping out in bare feet on a 
hot day as the material can become hot from the heat of the sun.

FIXINGS
Only	use	fixings	that	are	recommended	by	the	wood	plastic	composite	supplier	and	always	
apply	them	according	to	their	advice.	Specialist	fixings	are	the	norm	with	WPC	boards.

FURTHER HELP AND INFORMATION
The TDCA Decking web site www.tdca.org.uk gives access to more detailed information 
about deck design, construction and maintenance. It also features quality approved 
products and answers to frequently asked questions.


